Membership and Chapter Committee

BoG Meeting, October 3rd, 2015
Ruediger Urbanke
Archiving

* do this for all tasks/committees
* keep old folders as archive
* prepare new folders for our successors every year
Chapters  — Bridges Jones Diaries

**To be dissolved:**
United Kingdom and Ireland
Norway

**Saved:** Yossy Sayir (and Denis Gunduz)
Hopefully fine

**Watchlist:**
Washington
Kitchener-Waterloo
Philadelphia
South Australia

Russia

Contacted all of them
India: Madras Section

Italy: Marco Dalai, Ezio Biglieri, Michele Zorzi

Chicago: Daniela Tuninetti
Distinguished Lecturer Program 2014-2015

Macedonia - Guiseppe Caire — done
South Africa — Frans Willems — done
Spain — Gerhard Kramer — done
Canada — Suhas Diggavi — October